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thickness and water depth will be used in the final
drill site location study to select a point that meets
scientists' needs.

ROBERT H. RUTFORD
The University of Nebraska
Lincoln, Nebraska 68508

Tile interdisciplinary Ross Ice Shelf Project (RIsP)
during the 1973-1974 austral summer involved 12
scientists from four institutions and two countries.
The group was placed in the field on December 14,
197 , and operated out of a base camp at about
82° 0'S. 166°W. until February 3, 1974.
I addition to U.S. Navy Antarctic Development
Squ dron Six's LC-130s, air support for the field
parties was provided by a DeHavilland Twin Otter
owned and operated by Bradley Air Services, Ltd.,
under contract to the University of Nebraska, Lincoln.
This was the first time that a Twin Otter has been
use in Antarctica by the United States. The 3-person
cre (Mr. Jerry Shannon, pilot, Mr. Chris Klickerma , co-pilot, and Mr. Art Wherry, engineer) flew the
ai lane from its home base at Carp, Ontario,
Car ada, to McMurdo Station via South America and
Ma ambio (Argentina), Siple, and Byrd stations. A
total of 345 hours were logged on the aircraft in
support of science activities.
Despite problems with the Twin Otter's inertial
navigation system, the season was a success. The airpl2 ne was used to move field parties from station to
sta ion. Motor toboggans, seismic equipment, radioec so sounders, and an abundance of other gear were
tiansported by the Twin Otter. Almost no time was
lost due to airplane maintenance problems.
In addition to the projects relating to RIsP, as
described in the following articles, it should be reported that 37 10-meter firn cores were collected for
later study and analysis at the U.S. Army Cold
Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory
(CI.REL), Hanover, New Hampshire, and at the
Uüiversity of Copenhagen (Denmark). Mr. Jan
Nielsen collected these cores and cut some preliminay samples in the field. The cores have been
shipped to CRREL, and the cut samples are being
anlyzed at the Geophysical Isotope Laboratory, Univesity of Copenhagen.
ISP's 1973-1974 accomplishments, as discussed in
th following articles, have provided valuable inform4tion for planning next season's drilling into and
though the Ross Ice Shelf. Information on ice

Er. Rutford is director of the Ross Ice Shelf Project
Management Office, The University of Nebraska, Lincoln.
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RISP geophysical work
C. R. BENTLEY, J. W. CLOUGH, and J. D. ROBERTSON
Geophysical and Polar Research Center
Department of Geology and Geophysics
University of Wisconsin
Madison, Wisconsin 53706
Geophysical work at the Ross Ice Shelf Project
(RIsP) base camp started on December 17 with the

first radar sounding of ice thickness. After a delay of
several days, owing to problems with an inertial
navigational system in the Twin Otter airplane, the
first station remote to the base camp was established
on December 22. Work at remote stations continued
until January 31 and resulted in good coverage of
the Ross Ice Shelf.
Scientific work included measurement of ice thickness and gravity values at 50 stations (fig. 1), determination at most of those stations of the horizontal
gradients of ice thickness and gravity (on a scale
of about 1 kilometer), seismic sounding of water depth
beneath the ice at 37 sites, and studies of seismic and
radiowave velocities within the ice shelf at six
sites. A program around base camp yielded 50 kilometers of radio-echo and gravity profiling and two
electrical resistivity profiles oriented at right angles to
one another. A long seismic refraction profile was
attempted at the base cmp; despite extension of the
profile to a distance of 20 kilometers, no energy was
received along paths penetrating the ocean floor. A
long seismic refraction profile that did record energy
through the bedrock (apparent velocity 5.7 kilometers
per second), however, was completed on the ice rise
at grid 7°S. 10W.
Because of a clear need for detailed ice thickness
measurements in the base camp vicinity, antennas
for radio-echo sounding were fitted to the Twin Otter

This is contribution number 313 of the Geophysical and
Polar Research Center, Department of Geology and Geophysics, University of Wisconsin, Madison.
* Air navigation grid coordinates and directions are used
throughout this report.
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